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Introduction

• Cohesion is the harmony of software 
components in performing responsibilities 

• Hard to measure quantitatively

• Cohesion of a class is usually measured by 
examining common data usage of its methods



Motivation

• Conventional techniques analyze object 
code and require compilation

• Hard to detect data usage from source code

– Indirect ways to access a variable

• Prevents evaluating incomplete code

• Our aim is to derive a pure source code based 
cohesion measure



Contribution

Source Code 
Parsing

•Abstract Syntax 
tree based Java 
Parser

Graph 
Extraction

•Java Universal 
Network/Graph

Graph 
Clustering

•Weak Component 
Clustering

Similarity 
Measurement

•Adjusted Rand 
Index

Correlation 
Analysis

•Pearson 
Correlation

• A cohesion measure that 

– depends purely on static analysis

– considers only method-to-method relations

– is graph based and software-wide

– is highly correlated to LCOM metric



Method Graphs

• Cooperating Methods (CM) relation

– involves method couples that are called 
together from another host method.
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Method Graphs

• Method Call (MC) relation

– involves method couples that call one another.
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Method Graphs

• Method Layout (ML) relation

– involves method couples that are in the same 
class.
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Method Graphs

• Internal Call (IC) relation

– involves method couples that call one another
and are in the same class.
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Clustering & Similarity

• 4 graphs are clustered using Weak 
Component Clustering

• 6 clustering couples are compared using 
adjusted Rand index

– CM—MC:  Are the methods calling each 
other, also called together from another body?

– IC—ML: What is the level of fragmentation 
within classes?



Results & Discussion

• 14 most popular open-source Java projects 
from GitHub and SourceForge



Results & Discussion



Results & Discussion

• Calling two methods, that call each other, 
from the body of another method, 
decreases the overall cohesion of software



Conclusion

• We suggest a novel technique that allows
to measure software-wide cohesion.

• It uses static source code analysis.

• Results indicate that its correlation to 
LCOM HS is 77%.



Future Work

• to adapt our measure to class level

• to use direction—weight data to improve 
accuracy

• to build a mathematical basis for the 
relation between our measure and the 
LCOM metric

• to study on the other correlated groups
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